
 

"Reflecting on a year of remarkable progress and shared achievements, I extend my deepest appreciation to our
invaluable partners. Your pivotal role has been instrumental in shaping T-Hub's success. We are committed to
scaling even greater heights in the coming year. Let's embrace new challenges and milestones with confidence,
fortifying India's startup landscape. Our shared vision propels us towards an inspiring and impactful future."

- Mahankali Srinivas Rao (MSR), CEO, T-Hub

Funding Success

T-Hub Ecosystem Startup Monitra Health’s UpBeat secured USD 1.5 Million in pre-series A funding, led by

Equanimity Ventures and Kotak Alternate Asset Managers.

T-Hub's AI Startups in Google's Accelerator

Google's AI-First Accelerator chose T-Hub ecosystem startups Spoofsense and Onward Assist as part of the 20

AI-first startups in the Seed to Series A stage.

T-Hub Ecosystem Startups in Big LEAP

AddLife, Lensell and Maxme have been meticulously chosen for the India Immersion Phase of the Big LEAP Incubator

Program. The program aims to enhance product identification and streamline GTM strategies to provide global market

access for startups.

Radiant Success

Petfolk, T-Hub ecosystem startup, launched its mobile pet grooming service, offering convenient and economic pet

care alternatives in Hyderabad.

Explore the treasure trove of knowledge with T-Hub's Founder Talks!

Experience the insights shared by trailblazing entrepreneurs. Join the journey of innovation & insightful discussions to

fuel your entrepreneurial spirit. Watch Now

Embark on an innovation adventure with AIC T-Hub Founder Talks!

Delve into the perspectives of visionary startup founders as they unveil revolutionary innovations. Stream Now

Web 3.0 Meet-Up

T-Hub, in collaboration with Broadridge hosted the Web 3.0 Community Meet-Up Grand Finale. As part of this, T-Hub

awarded the trailblazers Defenders Dao and SecureDapp for the Web 3.0 Bootcamp. Rivera Money bagged

the Web 3.0 Hackathon award. The event housed engaging networking sessions and partnership avenues for all the

participants.

DISC X

The Defence India Startup Challenge (DISC X) is an initiative by the iDEX - DIO to engage startups in Advanced

Detectors, Imaging, Sensors, Artificial Intelligence, and Data Analytics technologies. 

Clean Energy Hackathon

Numaligarh Refinery Limited (NRL), in association with T-Hub and powered by Amazon Web Services (AWS), is

organising the Clean Energy Hackathon to address the need for clean energy solutions. Apply Now

MoUs Signed

T-Hub signed crucial Memorandums Of Understanding with Beyond Next Ventures and The Federation of Indian

Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI), to foster global collaboration, investment and startup mentorship.

Southern Star Army Academia Industry Interface Seminar

Wg Cdr Anthony Anish (Retd), COO, T-Hub, participated as a panellist at the Southern Star Army Academia Industry

Interface (S2 A2 I2) seminar on defence tech advancements, to strengthen military, industry, and academia

collaboration. T-Hub houses 48 defence & aerospace startups, spearheading innovation adoption in the Armed Forces

with the iDEX program.
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Catalyst Community Membership

AIC T-Hub Catalyst Community launches the Foundation Membership Program to propel startups in key sectors

such as Semiconductor, Sustainability, Healthcare, and Mobility. Apply

Business Incubation Management Program

AIC T-Hub unveils the Business Incubation Management Program for startups engagement with Top incubator

CEOs. The program is tailored to empower visionary incubator CEOs, dynamic incubation managers, and emerging

leaders. Apply

NIUM Conference

AIC T-Hub recently hosted a round table conference with the National Institute of Urban Management (NIUM).
Aimed at supporting startups accessing markets with key Govt. entities like GHMC and CDMA, the conference was

pivotal in fostering strategic partnerships and addressing the pressing needs of the public sector.

Healthcare Program

AIC T-Hub is inviting MVP-ready healthcare startups to be a part of Cohort 4 of the successful program to transform

healthcare innovations. Apply

Global Wales Mentorship Program

T-Hub has partnered with Global Wales to empower the selected startups across HealthTech, FinTech, EV, and

Sustainability. This initiative has delivered impactful results for startups, including the creation of three innovative

products - MVP by Firewires One IoT, Business Portal by Better Analytics & Prototype by Acuration. Stream to know

more about the program. Watch

Kickstart program

T-Hub's Kickstart Program at Sreenidhi Institute of Science and Technology (SNIST) organised an

entrepreneurial workshop by Akshay Deshpande, Founder, Switcheko, a T-Hub ecosystem startup and a Marketing

workshop by Mili Kataria, T-Hub mentor. The engaging workshops imparted valuable knowledge and deepened

students' understanding of entrepreneurial thinking and business intricacies.

T-Bridge

T-Bridge, The International Wing of T-Hub, opens the door to global markets for startups, providing them with the

resources and connections needed to scale internationally. Know More

Space Tech Program

AIC T-Hub launches Space Tech Incubation Program to empower space tech startups with mentorship from

industry leaders. Navigate the intricacies of the space industry, and unlock unparalleled growth opportunities. 

Read More

Corporate Innovation

Join T-Hub Corporate Innovation to accelerate your entrepreneurial journey. Connect with innovative startups,

forge alliances with industry peers and foster intrapreneurship to transform your innovation model. Know More

Series A Readiness Program

Join T-Scale, your launchpad to Series A readiness with tailored strategies, growth acceleration services, and market

access fund. Propel your startup to new heights with T-Scale! Apply

Startup Catalyst Program 

Elevate your GTM strategy with Lab32's Startup Catalyst Program Cohort 12 in partnership with Hexagon. Apply

Startup Accelerator program
Unlock dual-territory advantage for DeepTech startups with the Accelerator Membership Plan by T-Hub and FalconX

Accelerator. Apply

Social Business Accelerator Program
Join T-Hub and CARE Social Business Accelerator to make a social impact on the global community. Apply

Product Readiness Program 

Rubrix helps startups turn their prototypes into globally dominating MVPs. Be part of Rubrix Cohort 4. Apply

Emerging Technologies Accelerator Program 
The UK-India Emerging Technologies Accelerator Program helps potential startups, entrepreneurs, and innovators to

transform India's Artificial Intelligence and Semiconductor landscape, promoting global scaling.

India Asean Startup Summit 2023

Mahankali Srinivas Rao (MSR), T-Hub CEO, panellist at India Asean Startup Summit 2023, addressed the

entrepreneurs on “Architecting Success: Navigating the Dynamics of Building a Startup Ecosystem.” MSR also shared

insights on Indian and Malaysian startup ecosystems' growth and global market access for startups.

Global Entrepreneur Program

T-Hub hosted a Global Entrepreneur program for Startups. The delegation from the UK’s Department for Business

and Trade (DBT) enabled Indian startups with innovative pathways to scale to global markets.
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Innovate4Tomorrow Event

T-Hub, in association with the International Institute of Information Technology Hyderabad (IIITH), hosted

Innovate4Tomorrow. This dynamic event featured startups showcasing science research, transforming business

models into market-ready products, immersive futuristic tech demos, and engaging talks by visionary minds.

T-Hub strategically engaged with key corporates, fostering startup growth through meaningful interactions with the

Cherry Bekaert, Panasonic, Columbus Global, and Haleon leadership teams. These engagements aim to yield

collaborative outcomes that drive global innovation, facilitating startups in scaling to international markets.

La French Tech Meetup

T-Hub hosted "Mix and Mingle with La French Tech India - Hyderabad Chapter" meetup. The event connected

entrepreneurs with French mentors, fostering valuable collaborations. Insightful panel discussions by industry experts

provided key perspectives on the latest market trends. T-Hub ecosystem startups pitched their ventures, leading to

potential partnerships and investments.

Israel Delegation Visit

Lt.Col.Gil Elmalem, R&D Attache, Embassy of Israel In India, interacted with Sujit Jagirdar, Chief Innovation Officer

(CIO), T-Hub, and explored partnership avenues in space tech, defence and Artificial Intelligence. 

Estonia Delegation Visit

Indian Ambassador to Estonia explored collaboration avenues at T-Hub to drive innovation. The visit underscores the

commitment to strengthening ties and promoting technological advancements.

Colombo Port City Delegation Visit

The Colombo Port City delegation, led by the Economic Commission, visited T-Hub. Insightful discussions with Jayesh

Ranjan, IAS, Principal Secretary, Department of IT, E&C, and I&C, Govt. of Telangana and Sujit Jagirdar,  Chief

Innovation Officer (CIO), T-Hub, centered on building a self-sustainable and social innovation ecosystem.

T-Hub Podcast

Explore the captivating journey of Dr. Ajay Choudary, Co-Founder, HCL, in constructing India's first multi-processor,

guided by Dr. Srikanth Sundararajan, Senior Advisor, T-Hub. Watch

T-Hub Brewery

Dive into a discussion with Vijay Bawra, Senior Director, T-Hub and G Satheesh Reddy, former DRDO chairperson, 

on fostering self-reliance in defence technology. Stream
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